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Business Processes: Experience
• Initial modelling must start with an easy to 
understand approach (diagrams). 
• Even simple diagrammatic notations lead to 
complex models 
– which users find difficult to comprehend.
• Mechanisms to add structure to detailed models 
can help. 
• Enactable notations do help























start new project manager
Agree TOR for project
Agree TOR and delegate
Obtain estimate
Give plan to designer
deliver design
start new designer
write TOR for designer
prepare a plan






















































start new project manager
Agree TOR for project
Agree TOR and delegate
Obtain estimate
Give plan to designer
deliver design
start new designers
write TOR for designer
prepare a plan
produce project debrief report




















Agree TOR and delegate
delegated
estimate prepared























































































Project_Manager(plan_sent  design_received) 
Designer_Estimator
Action Designer_Estimator.prepare_estimate
me(delegated 
 
estimated)
End
Interaction Designer_Estimator.obtain_estimate
me(estimated 
 
sent_estimate)
Project_Manager(delegated  estimate_received)
End
